Abstract -A selection of problems that remain to be resolved in elastic and inelastic nucleon-nucleon systems is presented.
NN->NN
In the proton-proton channel the data base is now quite wide, with a good mix of differential cross-section, simple polarisation (one spin direction defined) and complex polarisation data (two or more spin directions defined) from 300 to 800 MeV. The situation in the neutron-proton system is not as good. About 76% of the data available consist of spin-independent observables, 17% of simple polarisation and only 7% of complex polarisation data. The cross-section measurements above 150 MeV are mainly at angles greater than about 110° cm., the simple polarisation data are generally backward of about 35° cm., while the complex polarisation results lie mostly between 130 and 700 MeV and backward of 65° cm. There are a number of incompatibilities in the data sets, in particular between the shape of PCA^) measured at TRIUMF and at LAMPF.
Recent phase shift analyses /1-3/, based on a comparable set of observables, reflect the state of the data. The real parts of the T=l phases are in general agreement and vary quite smoothly with energy. Above 600 MeV differences develop between the 3 P2-3p 2 mixing parameter, £ 2 > extracted from the three analyses. Also, there are marked differences between the inelasticities found in the P, D, F and G waves. The T=0 phase shifts show a great deal of discontinuity with energy 111, pointing to a lack of experimental data, particularly in the polarisation parameters A^N> K, > Aa , Aa , as well as the total cross-section for np-npir°/2/. A^ is to be measured at TRIUMF and measurement of A , A^ and A^ is in progress at LAMPF. 
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE and 500 MeV ( fig. 1 ). The structure in AoL is established, however. A similar, but less pronounced structure is seen in AO , although there.are clear discrepancies at the peak, between 500 and go0 MeV. Consequently, the triplet projector, AO -AvT, is not yet well defined in the region of proton energy from 400 to 800 ~e b where a 'F3 structure might be present. %(go0) provides a measure of the relative magnitude of triplet and singlet contributions to the cross-section:
The data 181 are not in complete agreement in the neighbourhood of the peak. A reduced amplitude analysis at 90' is still not reliable in this region because of lack of data and poor determination of the peak in ANN(90n).
Whether the structures mentioned above are produced by dibaryon resonances as such, or are manifestations of the opening of inelastic channels, is still open to question.
The discrepancy between the values of tZ0 measured at SIN /9,10/ and at LAMPF 1111 is not resolved. The ETH group has reflned their measurement /lo/, confirming the narrow structure. Preliminary data is available from TRIUMF (see talk of L.G. Greeniaus). Recently published results from LAMPF 1121 from 180 to 256 MeV at 144' c.m. show smoothly varying and negative values, in disagreement with the ETH results. The authors also point out that the treatment of pion absorption effects appears to be incorrect in calculations thus far, as the calculations vary widely when pion absorption is included. High quality data from SIN 1131 from 117 to 325 MeV have removed the need for oscillations in iTll. Efforts have been made to describe the data using Faddeev-type three-body calculations and "conventional dynamics", i.e. meson exchange mechanisms. None of the calculations has been able to fit all oflthe datf. By adding dibaryon resonances to the Faddeev amplitudes in the Dl and G partial waves, good fits 4 could be obtained to iT , but the cross section was poorly described 1131.
Garcilazo has made calcilations 1141 which are fully relativistic, not only in spatial but also in spin variables, and in which the contribution from pion absorption is small. The cross section and analysing power data are described quite well without the'need to introduce dibaryons, ( fig. 2) . np-->dy and yd-->np The field has been characterised by discrepancies, both between measurements and between calculations. Experimental techniques have improved in the last few years with the recognition that calibration standards should be built into measurements and, in yd-->np, by the use of high flux, high duty cycle tagged photon beams. Greben and Woloshyn 1261 find in a simplified calculation that the neutron analysing power is insensitive to changes in off-shell properties of the nucleon-nucleon potential, so that discrepancies with experiment should be due to effects not included in calculations. A further advantage of such measurements is that they do not require an absolute calibration of flux -a problem that has What is the extent to which charge symmetry is broken in the nucleon-nucleon interaction? Apart from purely electromagnetic effects, contributions are expected from the neutron-proton mass difference and from pO-w mixing. Experiments which set out to measure the difference in proton and neutron analysing power to "0.001 are now under way at TRIUMF at 480 MeV and at IUCF at 200 MeV. The TRIUMF experiment will be outlined by L.G. Greeliiaus.
To what extent is parity broken in nucleon-nucleon interactions? There have been numerous measurements of longitudinal analysing power but, so far, no measurement of an angular distribution of the parity violating asymmetry. Such a measurement might re;eal aspects of quark/gluoh dynamics and is being considered at TRIUMF.
To what extent can quark and meson exchange degrees of freedom be separated? Can a bag, with quarks and gluons inside and hadrons and increasingly heavy mesons outside, be shrunk to arbitrarily small radius without apparent change of observables?
